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International Positive Production Externalities 
Under a Transfer Payment Scheme – the Case for Cooperation

By

Charalampos Savvidis
Department of Economic and Regional Development, Panteion University 

136, Sygrou Avenue, Athens 17671, Greece, Email: hsav@hotmail.com

Abstract

In the present work we try to find out whether the existence of positive international externalities
generates an incentive for cooperation between governments and if the adoption of a trans fer pay-
ments scheme moderates that intensive. We adopt a simple economic model incorporating the in-
ternational linkage of national economies. Utility proves always to be higher when countries
cooperate than when they play Nash to each other. We then add a transfer payment scheme and
prove it intensifies the intensive to cooperate, since a moral hazard problem arises on the top of
the free riding problem. 

JEL Classifications: H23, F35, F42.
Keywords: Optimal Taxation, International Policy Coordination, Production Externalities, Fo-
reign Aid, Intertemporal Choice.

1. Introduction

The Chinese government announced on May 2004 it is planning to invest
more than $ 5 billion in Brazilian ports and railways, during a visit of Brazilian
President, Luiz Inacio da Silva, in Beijing1. By that time China was Brazil’s fourth
largest trading partner2. Investing in Brazil’s infrastructure will secure the deli-
very of necessary raw materials from the Latin American country to the large
Asian booming economy. This is a typical case where public spending in one
 country affects positively economic activity elsewhere in the world. One may
identify several similar episodes of positive production spillovers between coun-
tries: building roads or ports in one country may help companies in other coun-
tries to export their products. Developing a modern telecommunication network
may be of equal importance. Even education or promotion of liberal democra-
tic regimes may be recognized as such cases of international public goods.

The existence of international externalities should generate an incentive for in-
ternational cooperation between different governments: according to the litera-
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ture, in the presence of positive spillovers, players’ actions increase when switch-
ing from an uncoordinated to a coordinated equilibrium3. As long as governments
stay on the rising part of the Laffer curve, such an increase implies a welfare im-
provement, providing governments with an incentive to cooperate. Philippopoulos
and Economides (2003) develop an endogenous growth model with public goods,
comparing optimal taxes in the Nash equilibrium and in the case of a cooperative
solution. Epifani and Gancia (2008) recently studied the effect of trade openness
on the size of governments. Hatfield (2006) shows that federalism leads to higher
economic growth, in a framework of endogenous growth with government services. 

A solution one might suggest is to adopt an international transfer payment
scheme4. It’s rather common for governments to adopt such schemes5. Accor-
ding to official data, the total budget for the Structural Funds and the Cohesion
Funds during the period 2007-2013 will amount € 347 billion6. Transfer payments,
however, may generate a moral hazard problem, where poorer economies pre-
fer to lag behind and receive transfer payments rather than growing faster and
have to donate transfer payments themselves. Recently, Economides, Kalyvitis
and Philippopoulos (2008) presented a framework where transfers allow the fi-
nancing of infrastructure, but they also induce rent-seeking competition by self-
interested individuals. They find evidence that aid has a direct positive effect on
growth, which is however significantly mitigated by the adverse indirect effects of
associated rent-seeking activities. 

In the present work, we establish a simple economic model incorporating the
international linkage of national economies in order to check whether an incen-
tive for cooperation in setting national policies exists. A technical approach
 within a pure neoclassical growth framework will be adopted. In particular we as-
sume there is some public good, financed by tax revenues, affecting production
positively both at home and abroad. We then add an international transfer pay-
ment scheme to check how incentives are affected. 

First (section 2), we try to describe the model, calculate a Competitive De-
centralized Equilibrium. In order to incorporate the international linkage of na-
tional economies, we adopt a form presented by Alesina and Wacziarg (1999)7,
considering it as more applicable to a standard Cobb – Douglas function. Alter-
natively one may use an additive function for the public good. This, however, re-
sults in symmetry to per capita income depending directly on the number of
economies sharing the public good8, while this is not the case when using the pro-
duct of national tax revenues9. Obviously, by using logarithms one form may be
transformed to the other. Alesina and Wacziarg (1999) let: Υj=ALj

1-αΚj
α

.
In the present work a more general form will be adopted,
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where weights ωi are used as exponents – an assumption in compliance with the
need of logarithmic transformation. We assume there is no tax evasion, i.e. the
public good is financed by the 100% of the tax income, τ*Yj. Corruption, wrong
tax incentives and other malfunctions reduce that percentage in most countries.
We choose, however, to ignore this effect and focus on the effect the internatio-
nal public good has on cooperative incentives. 

We then (section 3) solve governments’ optimisation problem when they play
Nash to each other and when they cooperate, adopting a common tax rate (tax
harmonization). In both cases, we find the long run equilibrium values and study
dynamics around equilibrium. Finally, we compare the results of both cases and
identify the factors that determine the difference between Nash and cooperative
policy instruments and the associated growth rates. 

In section 4, an international transfer payments scheme is added to the above
framework. Again we start with the Nash case and then study the case govern-
ments decide to cooperate. Finally (section 5), we summarize main results and
try to derive some conclusions.

2. The environment

Consider a continuous time model, where a given finite number of countries,
n, indexed by i=1,2,...,n, exist. Each country is populated by ‘immortal’ (i.e. with
infinite planning horizon) identical private agents, who get utility by consuming
a single good. For individual i it will be:

Ui=ln(Ci)                                                                                                                      (1)

Since only one good exists, there are no prices. All markets work perfectly
competitive. Private agents in each economy possess amounts of capital, K, and
labour, L, through which the single good is produced. Production also depends
on a public production factor, G, that is non-rival and non-excludable for all n
economies. The extent of the externality goes beyond the frontiers of each 
country, namely, there are cross-country externalities, so that each country be-
nefits from public goods produced in the rest of the world. G may describe the
general level of knowledge or technology known in the specific part of the world
or common social values shared by all nations and helping production (such as
democracy, personal rights, social state e.tc.) or simply common public infra-
structures (transport networks, harbours, airports e.tc.). Production function in
country j will, hence, be: Yj=AjKj

αLj
1-αGj

1-α or

yj=Ajkj
αGj

1-α (2)
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where 0<α<1, small letters denote per capita values, Yj the only good produced
and Aj the level of technology in country j10. There is no trade between countries
and private agents cannot invest or work abroad. For simplicity labour force is
normalized to unity at economy’s level and assumed to be constant over time
(i.e. each agent owns one unit of labour at any point of time)11.

In each country there is also a benevolent government, that taxes domestic
production to finance the provision of the public production factor. At any point
in time, the level of the public production factor depends on public spending in
all n economies:

Gj= =  (3)

where 0≤τj≤1 is the tax rate imposed by government in economy j on domestic per
capita income, 0<ωi,j<1 i, and ωi,j≤ωj,j i j. The weight ωi,j represents the ex-
tent to which public spending in country i affects the level of the public factor in
country j. The sequence of moves is as follows: first national governments ch-
oose their tax policy; then private agents make their consumption – investment
choices12. Policy responsibilities and the sequence of moves are taken as given. 

A representative private agent, h, in country j wishes to maximize utility in-
tertemporally, choosing a consumption level under the restriction of his income.

Private agent’s maximization problem will, hence, be: ,
s.t. wj+rjbhj=chj+b

.
hj

where the parameter ρ>0 denotes the rate of time preference, bhj agent’s h as-
sets, chj the chosen consumption level, wj wages and rj interest rates in economy
j. Prices, public goods and tax policy are taken as given. At country level maxi-
mization yields to: 

=rj-ρ (4)

Given the absence of a bond market, capital market is clearing at any point
in time: bj=kj; thus, country j’s budget constraint asks for:

k
.

j=wj+rjkj-cj (5)

There is also a transversality condition, which states that the value of assets
in terms of current utility should approach zero as time approaches infinity: 
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=0
(6) 

A representative firm h in country j tries to maximize profits choosing the

ratio of capital to labour employed13 and taking prices, public goods and tax po-

licy as given. The maximization problem will, hence, be: {Lhj[(1-τj)Ajkhj
α

Gj
1-α-wj-(rj+δ)khj]}, where the parameter δ≥0 is the rate of capital depreciation.

At country level profit maximization yields to:

rj=α(1-τj)ΑjGj
1-αkj

α-1-δ                                                                                            (7)

Given constant returns to scale there will be no profits at any point of time:

wj=(1-α)(1-τj)Ajkj
αGj

1-α (8)   

In each country, government should set the tax rate in order to finance the
provision of public production factor. Given the absence of any bond market,
governments’ budget should be balanced at each point of time in all economies,

i.e. at any point of time equation Â should hold. 
A World Competitive Decentralized Equilibrium14 (WCDE) can now be cha-

 racterized. This is for any feasible national fiscal policies as summarized by the
national tax rates, τi i=1, ...n.

Definition 1
In the World Competitive Decentralized Equilibrium and for any feasible na-

tional tax rate: (i) all private agents maximize utility; (ii) all constraints are satisfied;
(iii) all markets clear.

In country j there are five unknown variables (Gj, kj, cj, rj and wj), which will

be determined by equations Â, Ã, Ä, Æ and Ç. Equation Â, however, includes
also ki and Gi i j, which will be determined by the corresponding system of
equations in country i. Thus, the problem entails 5*n equations (i.e. the above set
of equations for all n countries) that will determine values for 5*n variables [i.e.
Gj, kj, cj, rj and wj j (1, n)]. In the symmetric case these equations give closed-
form analytical solutions for equilibrium allocations as functions of national tax
rates, τj.
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3. Determination of national tax policies

In this section national policies will be indigenised. Initially, national tax rates,
τj j=1,...,n, will be determined by a Nash game among benevolent national go-
vernments, which try to intertemporally maximize utility in their country. In 
choosing τj national government in country j takes into account the constraints of
its economy in a WCDE (specified above). We, then, treat the case where go-
vernments cooperate to choose a common tax rate, τ, in order to intertemporally
maximize global utility. Alternatively one may assume ex-ante symmetric econo-
mies and solve for the problem of a representative economy.

3.1 Non-cooperative (Nash) national policies

Government in country j chooses τj to maximize utility subject to its own con-
straints in a WCDE. In doing so, it takes into account the behavior of domestic
agents, it takes as given τi, ci, ki (where i j) and their shadow prices and plays
Stackelberg vis-à-vis private agents. Government in country j tries to: 

, s.t. equations Á - Ç above hold.

Without loss of generality, the focus will be on Symmetric Nash Equilibria
(SNE) in national policy rules15. Symmetry implies countries may differ ex-ante,
but after determining policy strategies they become identical, i.e. they will be
symmetric ex-post. Thus, in equilibrium, τj=τi=τ, and hence cj=ci=c, kj=ki=k,
e.tc., where i j. The extent of the contribution of domestic infrastructure will be
common for all countries, i.e. ωj,j=ω j (1, ..., n). The extent of the external
contribution of domestic infrastructure in foreign production functions will also

be common across countries, i.e. ωi,j=ωf,j= i, f j. An obvious realistic

assumption would be that ω> ω> , i.e. domestic infrastructure  

affects stronger the economy than foreign does. Invoking symmetry into the first
order conditions resulting from government’s maximization problem yields to
result 1, below.  

Result 1
A Symmetric Nash Equilibrium (SNE) in national tax policies and the associated

World Competitive Decentralized Equilibrium is summarized by equations (9a) –
(9f) below. Equation (9a) determines the Nash tax rate, 0<τ*<1, which is unique.

Proof: See Appendix A
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τ*=(1-α)
(9a)

=(1-τ) -δ- 
(9b)

=(1-τ)α -δ-ρ
(9c)

=ρ+δ+{α(1-τ)(1-α)(1-ω) -(1-τ) [(1-α) +α]}[1-(1-α)(ω-

)]-1

(9d)

= - -α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ
(9e)

=0
(9f)

Notice that the Nash tax rate in equation (9a) decreases with the number of 
countries, n and increases with the weight public spending at home has on the pu-
blic factor, ω. Moreover, the Nash tax rate is non-state contingent, i.e. it doesn’t 
change over time. This result is not universal, coming from the specific form of the
production function (Cobb-Douglas) and economy’s budget constraint (linear).

Definition 2

Define the long run equilibrium as a steady – state where both capital and con-
sumption grow at the same constant positive rate.

Let denote the steady state values in the Symmetric Long-run Nash Equili-

brium (SLNE) of (τ, k, c) by  (τ*, k*, c*). In symmetry it will be: =(τ1-αA)
1/α.

Let φ (1-τ) . For τ=τ*, φ*=(1-τ*) * will be a constant. Equations (9c)
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& (9d) can now be written as: c=c0 e(αφ*-δ-ρ)t and k=k0e(φ*-δ)t -

[e(φ*-δ)t -e(αφ*-δ-ρ)t]. According to the definition of the long-run equilibrium, at the

steady state consumption, c, and capital, k, grow at the same constant positive

rate, i.e. = . In order to reach the steady state, for t=0 it should be: c0=[(1-

α)φ*+ρ]k0. One ends up with:

k=k0e(αφ*-δ-ρ)t (10a)

c=[(1-α)φ*+ρ]k0e(αφ*-δ-ρ)t (10b)

Now let’s check whether the resulting steady state solution is well defined. A
well defined steady state requires: i) c* and k* to be positive and grow at the
same rate, ii) the economy to grow, iii) 0<τ*<1 and iv) transversality condition
to hold.

Result 2

Condition α2

>ρ+δ is necessary and sufficient for the economies to grow at a Symmetric Long-
run Nash Equilibrium (SLNE) in national policies. This will be summarized by
equations (10a) & (10b) and the tax rate that solves equation (9a). This tax rate sup-
ports a unique, well-defined steady state in which capital and consumption grow at
the same constant positive rate, described by equation (11a) below.

Proof: See Appendix B
At the long run equilibrium both consumption and capital grow at the same rate:

g*=α(1-τ*)[A(τ*)1-α]1/α -ρ-δ (11a)

Intertemporal utility for any agent will be described by:

U*= [ρln(c0)+g*]+U0 (11b)

In symmetry the production function becomes a typical version of the ‘AK fa-
mily’. As in all AK models there are no transitional dynamics for ‘actual’ varia-
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bles (i.e. for c, k): economies should either start at the steady state [i.e. 

= (1-α)φ*+ρ] or ‘jump’ to it. Changes in the underlying parameters can affect le-
vels and growth rates of ‘real’ variables16.

Result 3
At the Symmetric Long-run Nash Equilibrium (SLNE) the optimal tax rate de-

pends negatively on the external contribution of foreign country infrastructure to the
domestic economy, 1-ω, and negatively on the number of economies, n, sharing the
externality. The associated long-run growth rate depends negatively on the external
contribution of foreign country infrastructure, 1-ω, and on the number of economies,
n, sharing the externality.

Proof: One easily proves that:  =-α <0 and

=-(1-α) <0. For the optimal tax rate it will be: =

[A(τ*)1-α]
1/α >0,  = <0 and = = <0.

Since public spending abroad affects the level of the public production factor
at home, an externality between economies comes up. This is a typical case of the
‘free riding problem’: governments are tempted to make disproportionate use of
the public good. Nash tax rate alternatively may be written as: τj*=(1-α)

, where ωj,i,= . One may check that τj* depends positi-

vely on ωj,i, which in turn is negatively affected by n. As the number of economies
sharing the externality, n, increases, the effect of domestic public spending on
the foreign production function, ωj,i, diminishes, affecting negatively the Nash
tax rate. On the other hand, as the external contribution of foreign country in-
frastructure to the domestic economy, 1-ω, decreases, governments may rely less
on foreign public spending and the free riding problem becomes less important.
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One may, hence, conclude that τ* will decrease as the free riding problem in-
tensifies, i.e. for higher n and higher 1-ω values. The growth rate, on the other hand,
is not directly affected either through n or through ω (check equation 11a). It de-
pends positively on the tax rate, as long as the economy stays on the rising part of
the Laffer curve (i.e. the tax rate is less than 1-α), which is actually the case for τ*.
Thus, the growth rate will indirectly depend positively on n and negatively on ω.

3.2 Cooperative solution

Consider now the benchmark case, where governments jointly choose a com-
mon tax rate, in order to maximize the sum of individual countries’ welfare. The 

maximization problem will be: , given economies’ 

budget constraints and decisions of private sector in all economies: k
.

j =kjrj+wj-
cj & c

.
j=cj(rj-ρ), rj=α(1-τ)Ajkj

α-1 G1-α-δ & wj=(1-α)(1-τ)Ajkj
αG1-α, where j=1, ..., n.

The focus will be on Symmetric Cooperative Solutions in national policy rules.
That is, economies may differ ex ante but they become identical ex post. Invoking
symmetry into the FOC’s, after some algebra (shown in Appendix C) one ends
up with the below result.

Result 4

A Symmetric Cooperative Solution (SCS) in national tax policies is summarized
by equations (12a)-(12f) below. Equation (12a) determines a unique tax rate, de-
noted as 0<τ̃<1.

Proof: See Appendix C

τ=1-α (12a)

=(1-τ) -δ- 
(12b)

=α(1-τ) -δ-ρ                    (12c)

=ρ+δ-(1-τ) (12d)
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= - -α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ (12e)

=0
(12f) 

In this case, the optimal tax rate is independent of the number of countries,
n, and the external contribution of foreign country infrastructure to the domestic
economy, 1-ω, being equal to the rate of public factor’s productivity, 1-α. This is
actually Barro’s (1990) well-known solution for the tax rate. The optimal tax rate
is non-state contingent, i.e. it doesn’t change over time. 

Let us denote the steady state values in the Symmetric Long-run Coopera-
tive Solution (SLCS) of (τ, c, k) by  (τ̃ , c̃ , k̃ ). According to Definition 2 a well-
defined steady state requires: i)  c̃ &  k̃ be positive and grow at the same rate,
ii) economy grow, iii) 0<τ̃ <1 and iv) transversality condition hold. After some
algebra (see Appendix D), the dynamic system described above generates the
following equations:

(13a)

k=k0 (13b)

As it is also shown in Appendix D, for this system it will always be: =(1-α)

(1- τ̃ ) +ρ, i.e. there will be no transitional dynamics, as in all AK models. Eco-

 nomies either start on the steady state or ‘jump’ onto it.

Result 5

Condition α2Α1/α (1-α)1/α >δ+ρ is necessary and sufficient to determine a Sym-
metric Long-run Cooperative Solution (SLCS) in national policies. This will be sum-
marized by equations (13a) and (13b) and the tax rate solving equation (12a). This
tax rate supports a unique, well-defined balanced growth path, in which capital and
consumption grow at a constant positive rate, described by equation (14a) below.

Proof: See Appendix D
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Now turn to the comparative static properties of the optimal tax rate and the
associated growth rate:
g̃ =α2A1/α(1-α)1-α/α -ρ-δ (14a)

Result 6

At the Symmetric Long-run Cooperative Solution (SLCS) the optimal tax rate
equals the productivity of the public factor, 1-α, and does not depend on the num-
ber of the economies sharing the public factor, n, and the external contribution of for-
eign country’ infrastructure to the domestic economy, 1-ω.

Proof: Check equation (12a) above
When governments cooperate, they internalise the externality created by the

effect public spending abroad has in economy j’s production function. Thus, there
will be no free riding problem. As discussed in the next section, this is actually the
incentive governments have to cooperate. The cooperative solution corresponds

to the natural efficiency condition, =1, i.e. the level where the social cost of

a unit of G (which is 1) equals its social benefit (which is ): =(1-α)

=(1-α) =1. Governments do not choose, however, the first best solution,

since decisions are still decentralized at private agent’s level17. Combing equations

(14a) and À one gets:

Ũ = [ρln(c0)+g̃ ]+U0 (14b)

3.3 Discussion

According to Cooper and John (1980, p. 448), “in the presence of positive spil-
lovers, there will be a tendency to insufficient action in Nash equilibrium”. In such
a case, players’ actions increase when they switch from an uncoordinated (i.e. Nash)
to a coordinated equilibrium (i.e. cooperative). This should also happen in the pre-
sent model, given that the existence of the common public production factor gene-
rates positive spillovers. Therefore, one should expect that, when governments play
Nash to each other they should end up with a lower tax rate than the one chosen
when they cooperate. Indeed, equations (9a) and (12a) lead to Result 7, below. The
difference between optimal tax rates of the two cases will be given by: 
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τ̃ -τ*= (15)

Result 7

The optimal tax rate in SLCS will be higher than the optimal tax rate in SLNE:
τ̃>τ*. This difference will increase with the number, n, of the economies sharing the
public production factor and as the external contribution of foreign country infra-
structure to the domestic economy, 1-ω, intensifies.

Proof: Given that 0<α<1, n≥2 and 0<ω<1, equation (15) results to τ̃ >τ*. It

will, also, be: =α >0 and =

(1- α) >0.

The difference in optimal tax rates, τ̃ -τ*, increases with n. Note that actually n
influences τ* through ωj,i, which depends negatively on n due to the symmetry as-
sumption18. Given that  τ̃ does not depend on ωj,i, the difference between the two
tax rates will increase. The difference in optimal tax rates, τ̃-τ*, will also increase
together with the external contribution of foreign country infrastructure, 1-ω.

In the present context, a coordinated increase in the strategies of all agents
would be welfare improving19. Hence the Nash equilibrium should prove to be ‘in-
ferior’ to the cooperative equilibrium and governments should choose to adopt
a common tax policy. Indeed, this is what happens: in both cases, total utility in

the long run will be given by: = (ρlnc0+g)>0. The difference

in utility will, hence, depend positively on the growth rate, therefore utility will be
higher in cooperation and governments will always have an incentive to cooperate. 

Following equations (11a-b) and (14a-b), the difference in growth rates and
utility ratios will be described by:

g̃ -g*=α2Α1/α(1-α)1-α/α{1- }

(15a)
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Ũ-U*= (g̃ -g*) (15b)

Result 8

At the Long-run Symmetric Cooperative Solution (SLCS) the growth rate and
utility attained will always be higher than in the case of Long-run Symmetric Nash
Equilibrium (SLNE). This difference will increase with the number, n, of the
economies sharing the public production factor and as the external contribution of
foreign country infrastructure to the domestic economy, 1-ω, intensifies.

Proof: See Appendix E
No matter whether governments cooperate or not, assuming symmetry im-

plies that the growth rate in the long run will be described by: g=α(1-τ) -δ-ρ.

Thus, differences in the chosen tax rate chosen result to differences in growth
rates attained by economies. When governments cooperate, higher tax rate in-

creases [remember in symmetry it equals (Aτ1-α)1/α, i.e. it depends positively on

τ], which affects positively the interest rate; hence, the growth rate increases. On
the other hand, higher tax rate means lower after tax income, resulting to lower
interest rate, which affects negatively the growth rate. The aggregate effect, 
however, will be positive as long as τ<1-α, i.e. growth rate will be higher when go-
vernments cooperate. The optimal tax rate under cooperation does not depend
on n or ω, since there is no free riding problem. In contrast, the Nash tax rate de-
pends on both of them, which implies that economies growth rate will also de-
pend on them (result 3). As n or 1-ω increase, g* will decrease while g̃  will not
be affected at all, resulting to an increase in  g̃ -g*.
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FIGURE 1

The effect of changes in the size of the group

Figure 1 presents how changes in the number of economies affected by the pu-
blic production factor, n, result to utility differences between the Nash equili-
brium and the cooperative solution20. Five different cases for the external
contribution of foreign country infrastructure to the domestic economy, 1-ω, are
examined. As one may claim, increasing n produces substantial gains in utility
for relatively high values of 1-ω. After all, the effect of n on the results should be
attributed to the existence of the spillover between economies. The stronger spil-
lover is (i.e. the higher 1-ω), the stronger will also be the effect of n on the Nash
tax rate and through that on the growth rate and utility ratio. For higher n values,
the positive effect of a further increase in n becomes smaller. The reason is that

while >0, i.e. Nash tax rate depends positively on ωi,j,

<0, i.e. this relationship ‘weakens’ as ωi,j increases.
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FIGURE 2

Changes in the importance of public spending abroad

Figure 2 depicts the way the gain percentage when deciding to cooperate,  changes
as the weight of public spending abroad (1-ω) increases. This time five different
cases for the size of the group (n) are presented, while the rest parameter values
are the same as above (see footnote 20). In Figure 2 one may distinguish a cle-
arly positive relationship, which does not depend importantly on the number of
economies sharing the spillover [though there is some slight positive effect, given

that depends negatively on ωi,j, which decreases for higher n values].

As 1-ω increases, the gains in terms of utility from cooperating increase at an ac-
celerating rate. The reason is that an increase in 1-ω will affect the Nash tax rate
negatively through the equivalent decrease in ω and positively through the in-

crease in ωi,j. However, while =0, it will be:

>0. Given that =

- , one may conclude that will increase for higher 1-ω

values.
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Summing up, governments’ incentive to cooperate should be attributed to the
presence of the positive spillover in present model’s setup. As n or 1-ω increases,
cooperation implies higher benefits in terms of intertemporal utility. The larger
the number of economies sharing the externality is and the more important fo-
reign public spending becomes in the production function, the higher the coo-
peration benefits.

4. Transfer payments

An international, state-contingent, transfer payments scheme will now be added
to the framework developed above. This may generate a moral hazard problem,
where poorer economies prefer to lag behind and receive transfer payments rather
than growing faster and have to donate transfer payments themselves. State-con-
tingent transfers exacerbate the Nash – type problems (grounded on the existence
of international public services), increasing the difference between cooperative and
Nash policies. The rationale is that a ‘moral hazard’ problem comes on top of the
already existing ‘free riding’ problem. The two problems do not work in opposite
ways; thus, a transfer payment scheme will not work as a substitute (even a partial
one) to cooperation – it will make it even more attractive.

4.1 The environment

Again the model setup and sequence of agents’ moves presented above will
be adopted. However, in this case the public good in each country is financed
both through tax revenues and some transfer payments. Transfer payments are
state-contingent and redistribute from the rich to the poor economies. Produc-
tion in j, will be described by: 

yj=Ajkj
αGj

1-α (2)

Gj=
(3)

where Zλ denotes transfer payments paid to / by economy λ. We shall adopt the
rule Zλ=z(y –-yλ), where z is a given redistribution constant parameter and y –the
average per capita income of both economies. This is a commonly used policy
rule21. For analytical convenience we assume there are only two economies 

(i and j). It will be: y– = and the transfer payments rule will become:
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Fj= (yi-yj). Thus, we get: Gj=[τjyj+ (yi-yj)]ω
j [τiyi- (yi-yj)]1-ω

j (3a)

Similarly, production in economy i will be described by:

yi=Aiki
αGi

1-α (2a)

Gi=[τiyi- (yi-yj)]ωi [τjyj+ (yi-yj)]1-ωi

(3b)

The sequence of moves remains unchanged: first national governments
 choose their tax policy22; then private agents make their consumption – inve-
stment choices. Policy responsibilities and the sequence of moves is taken as
given. Households’ or firms’ maximization problem doesn’t change, yielding, at
country level in economy j: 

c
.
j =cj(rj-ρ) (4)

k
. 

j=wj+rjkj-cj (5)

=0 (6)

rj=α(1-τj)Ajkj
α-1Gj

1-α-δ (7) 
wj=(1-α)(1-τj)Ajkj

αGj
1-α (9)

Similar equations hold for economy i. In each country, the government 
should set the tax rate in order to finance the provision of public production fac-
tor. Given the absence of any bond market, governments’ budget should be ba-
lanced at each point of time, i.e. equation (3a) should hold. A WCDE can now
be characterized. In economy j there will be five endogenous variables (Gj, cj, kj,

rj and wj) that will be determined by equations (3a), ¯, °, ² and ³. Given that
equation (3a) involves also yi, one may not get equilibrium values for economy j
without dealing with economy i as well. Thus, the WCDE will be described by a
system of 5*n equations and 5*n variables23. National governments, taking this
into account, decide on their tax policy, either by playing Nash to each other or
by cooperating with each other.

4.2 Non-cooperative (Nash) national policies

The government in economy j chooses τj to maximize its own household uti-
lity function subject to its own constraints in a WCDE. In doing so, it takes τi, ci,
ki (where i j) and their shadow prices as given and plays Stackelberg vis-à-vis pri-
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vate agents. Government in country j tries to:

, s.t. equations Á - ³   above,

Again, the focus will be on Symmetric Nash Equilibria (SNE) in national po-
licy rules, i.e. while countries may differ ex-ante, they will be symmetric ex-post
(thus, in equilibrium, τj=τi=τ, and hence cj=ci=c, kj=ki=k, e.tc., where i j). Let
ω=ωj,j=ωi,i, where 0.5≤ω≤1. As shown (in Appendix F) FOC’s yield to (from

now on, one can omit country subscripts) Result 9, below.

Result 9

A Symmetric Nash Equilibrium (SNE) in national tax policies and the associated
World Competitive Decentralized Equilibrium is summarized by equations (16a) –
(16f) below. Equation (16a) determines the Nash tax rate, denoted as 0<τΝ<1,
which is unique and lower than the one chosen in the absence of transfer payments.

Proof: See Appendix F

τΝ=

(16a)

=(1-τ) -δ- (16b)

=(1-τ)α -δ-ρ (16c)

=δ+ρ-(1-τ) +(1-τ)(1-α) (1+α )[1-ω- (1-2ω)][1+(1-α)(1-2ω) (τ-z)]-1

(16d)

= - -α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ (16e)
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=0 (16f)

The Nash tax rate will be non-state contingent. In the presence of transfer
payments it proves to be lower than in the absence of them. One may conclude
that a transfer payment scheme brings about a ‘moral hazard’ problem that comes
in addition to the ‘free riding’ problem, already existing in this setting.

Let denote the steady state values in the Symmetric Long-run Nash Equili-
brium (SLNE) of (τ, k, c) by  (τN, kN, cN). The long run equilibrium will still be de-

fined according to definition 2. In symmetry it will be: =(τA)
1/

α, hence it 

should also be: =(τ1-αA)
1/

α. Let φ (1-τ) . For τ=τN, φN=(1-τN) will

be a constant. Equation (16c) now becomes: c=c0 . Hence, for τ=τN

(16b) becomes: k
.

=(φΝ-δ)k-c0 , which yields to: k=

k0- [ - ]. According to the definition of the longrun 

equilibrium, at the steady state consumption, c, and capital, k, grow at the same

constant positive rates, i.e. = . In this case, equations (16b) and (16c) imply

that: 

cN=[(1-α)φN+ρ]kN (17)

Hence, in order to reach the steady state, for t=0 it should be: 
c0=[(1-α)πN+ρ]k0. One ends up with:

k=k0 (17a)

c=[(1-α)φN+ρ]k0  (17b)

Now let’s check whether the resulting steady state solution is well-defined. A
well-defined steady state requires: i) cN and kN be positive and grow at the same
constant rate, ii) the economy grow, iii) 0<τN<1 and iv) transversality condition
hold. In Appendix G it is proved that:
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Result 10

A Symmetric Long-run Nash Equilibrium (SLNE) in national tax policies exists
and is unique, being summarized by equations (17a)-(17b) and the tax rate described
in (16a). Condition (18a) below is necessary and sufficient for economies to grow at
a SLNE in national tax policies.

gN=αφΝ-δ-ρ>0 (18)

where φΝ=(1-τΝ)[A(τΝ)1-α]
1⁄α and τΝ is described in equation (16a).

Proof: See Appendix G

Note that in this system always: =(1-α)(1-τΝ) +ρ, i.e. there are no

transitional dynamics, as in all AK models. Economies either start on the steady
state or ‘jump’ onto it immediately. Again, changes in the underlying parame-
ters can affect levels and growth rates of ‘real’ variables. We shall focus on the ef-
fects international positive production externalities have, studying how the
strength of the externality (i.e. the weight foreign infrastructure in domestic pro-
duction function has, 1-ω) and redistribution parameter, z, affect the Nash tax
rate, τΝ, and the resulting growth rate, gN (determined by equations (16a) and
(18) respectively).

Figures (3a)-(3d) depict a simple numerical illustration of the Nash tax rate
for several valid parameter values (0.5≤α<1, 0<1-ω≤0.5, 0<z≤1)24. As redistri-

bution parameter, z, increases, Nash tax rate, τN, decreases.
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The negative relationship holds for all different values of public factor’s pro-
ductivity, 1-α25. On the other hand, one may notice that this negative relationship,
becomes weaker for higher 1-ω values, while for 1-ω=ω=0.5 one may notice that
the Nash tax rate does not change for different z values. The existence of trans -
fer payments brings about a ‘moral hazard’ problem: government in economy j
considers that net transfer revenues will decrease as its income increases. As a re-
sult it chooses a tax rate lower than the one chosen in the absence of a transfer
payments scheme. That moral hazard problem intensifies, as transfer payments
are associated to a higher portion of the income difference, resulting to a lower
Nash tax rate. Moreover, for lower 1-ω values, governments choose a higher tax
rate and the effects of changes in z intensify: as production abroad becomes less
important, the moral hazard problem intensifies.

Numerical Remark 1

Under a scheme of international transfer payments, the Nash tax rate, τΝ, de-
pends negatively on the redistribution parameter, z, and on the extent of the external
contribution of foreign infrastructure in the domestic economy, 1-ω. As the latter in-
creases, the negative impact of z on τΝ vanishes.

Equation (18), above, determines the growth rate of the economy. Changes
in parameter values 1-ω and z will affect the growth rate through their effects on
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the tax rate26. It will be: = [Α(τΝ)1-α] >0, given that τΝ<τ*<1-α.

Thus, increases in the optimal tax rate will affect positively the growth rate: gN will
increase for lower 1-ω and z values. Moreover, intertemporal utility attained will

be given by: U= (ρlnc0+gL), i.e. utility will depend positively on the growth

rate: lower values of 1-ω and z will result to higher utility.

Numerical Remark 2

Under international transfers, the growth rate when governments play Nash to
each other, gΝ, decreases as the redistribution parameter, z, increases or as the extent
of the external contribution of foreign infrastructure in the domestic economy, 1-ω,
increases. In the symmetric case, intertemporal utility attained by any representative
agent will also depend negatively on z and 1-ω.

We stress, at this point, the importance that the economies be symmetric ex
post. Because of this assumption, there will be no transfer payments ex post27. The-
refore, increasing z will not increase the utility in lower income economies, since
there is no such economy. Dropping the symmetry assumption, the above nu-
merical remark may not hold, since higher transfer payments may raise inter-
temporal utility in a relatively poor economy. Moreover, note that the transfer
payment scheme is adopted per se and not as a remedy to ‘fix’ some existing inef-
ficiency.

4.3 Cooperative solution

Consider now the benchmark case, where all governments cooperate to 
choose a common tax rate, τ, in order to intertemporally maximize utility for all
countries, given the individual budget constraints and decisions of the private

sector. The maximization problem will be: ,

given budget constraints and private sector’s decisions in all economies and the
constraint that net transfer payments of j should equal net transfer revenues in
i. The focus will be on Symmetric Cooperative Solutions in national policy rules.
Because of symmetry in FOC, one gets the system in Appendix H, which is exactly
the same with the one found in the case of no transfer payment scheme.
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Result 11

Cooperative national policies are not affected at all by the existence of a transfer
payment scheme in an ex-post symmetric framework.

Proof: See Appendix H and compare the results with the ones found in Ap-
pendix C

When governments cooperate to set the tax rate, they find it optimal to keep
the tax rate flat over time. This is a tax smoothing effect, which is the least di-
storting policy.

4.4 Discussion

Adopting a transfer payment scheme results to lower Nash tax rate (result 9)
than the one found in the absence of them: τ*-τN>0. The moral hazard problem
(being present only when a transfer payments scheme exists) comes on top of
the free riding problem, resulting to governments choosing even lower tax rate.
This effect is stronger, as the redistribution parameter, z, increases and as the
extent of the external contribution of foreign infrastructure in the domestic eco-
nomy, 1-ω, decreases.

On the other hand, according to result 11, cooperative national policies are
not affected at all by the presence of such a scheme. Given that even without
transfer payments the Nash tax rate is lower than the cooperative tax rate, one
concludes that also in the presence of transfer payments, the Nash tax rate will
be lower than the tax rate chosen when governments cooperate, i.e. it is:
τ̃ >τ*>τN. Given that the tax rate chosen in cooperation does not depend on  
1-ω or z, one may use numerical Remark 1 to find out that the difference τ̃ - τN

will depend positively on them.

Numerical Remark 3

The Nash tax rate chosen when a transfer payments scheme exists, τN, will be
lower than the Nash tax rate in the absence of such a scheme, τ*. It will also be lower
than the tax rate chosen when governments cooperate, τ̃ . For higher values of the re-
distributive parameter, z, those differences will increase. As the extent of the external
contribution of foreign infrastructure in the domestic economy, 1-ω, increases, the dif-
ference  τ̃ -τN will increase while the difference τ*- τN will decrease.

Numerical Remark 2 established that the growth rate when governments play
Nash to each other, gΝ, depends through τN negatively on z and 1-ω. Given nu-
merical Remark 3 one may conclude that, the difference in Nash growth rates
when there is no transfer payment scheme and when there is such a scheme, g*-
gΝ, will increase for higher z and lower 1-ω values, while the difference between
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the growth rate attained in cooperation and the Nash growth rate,  g̃ -gN depends
positively on z and 1-ω. Intertemporal utility attained in all cases will be:

= (ρlnc0+g). Changes in the growth rate will result to analo-

gous alterations in utility.

Numerical Remark 4

Under a transfer payment scheme, intertemporal utility when governments coo -
perate will be higher than utility attained when they play Nash to each other. Thus
governments have an incentive to cooperate. This difference in intertemporal utility
will increase for higher redistributive parameter values, z and stronger contribution
of foreign infrastructure in the domestic economy, 1-ω. Under the assumption of ex
post symmetry, in case governments decide not to cooperate, utility under a transfer
payment scheme will be lower than utility in the absence of it, with the difference de-
pending positively on z and negatively on 1-ω.

In the previous section it was shown that, when economies are symmetric ex-
post, utility attained is always higher when governments cooperate than when
they play Nash to each other. Adopting a transfer payment scheme, not only does
not dissolve the incentive to cooperate, but it makes it even stronger. State-con-
tingent distorting transfers exacerbate the Nash – type problems, increasing the
difference between cooperative and Nash policies. The reason is that a moral
hazard problem will now be present, on the top of the free riding problem alre-
ady existing in the present set up.

5. Conclusion

In the present work we tried to find out whether the existence of positive in-
ternational externalities generate an incentive for cooperation between different
governments and if the adoption of a transfer payments scheme moderates that
intensive. We adopted a simple economic model incorporating the international
linkage of national economies. A well-defined Symmetric Long Run Nash Equi-
librium exists, while the related tax rate proves to be non-state contingent. On the
other hand, the cooperative solution is identical to Barro’s (1990) well-known
solution for the tax rate, financing some public factor. Utility proves always to be
higher when countries cooperate than when they play Nash to each other, with
the difference depending positively on the number of economies sharing the pu-
blic good and the importance of foreign public spending in domestic production.

We then added a transfer payment scheme. Again, a Symmetric Nash Equi-
librium in national policies exists. It proves to be unique and lower than the one
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chosen in the absence of transfer payments, indicating the existence of a moral
hazard problem. The Nash tax rate depends negatively on the redistribution pa-
rameter, z, and on the extent of contribution of foreign infrastructure in the do-
mestic economy, 1-ω. Τhe cooperative solution is not affected at all by the
existence of a transfer payment scheme in an ex-post symmetric framework. Thus,
the Nash tax rate is lower than the cooperative solution, with the difference de-
pending positively on z and 1-ω.

The adoption of a transfer payments scheme not only does not weaken the in-
tensive to cooperate, but it also intensifies it, since a moral hazard problem ari-
ses on the top of the free riding problem. It is important to note, however, that
this result may change in case one drops the symmetry assumption. The moral ha-
zard problem will still be present, but there will also be a positive income effect
(due to the transfer) resulting to higher utility for the specific economy. A go-
vernment of a relatively rich country may decide to transfer funds to a poor
 country with higher marginal product of capital, expecting a partial benefit th-
rough higher levels of the foreign-financed public good. As a matter of fact, this
could explain the existence of such schemes, without adopting altruistic motiva-
tions. One possible extension of the model may thus be to study the case of asym-
metric economies, both ex-ante and ex-post. An alternative extension may be to
allow for international capital movement.

Appendix A.

Utility maximization by the government in country j results to a current value
Hamiltonian of the form: Jj=ln(cj)+vj(kjrj+wj-cj)+μjcj(rj-ρ), where μj and vj are

multipliers associated with equations Ã and Ä, respectively. The first-order con-
ditions (FOC’s) with respect to τj, kj and cj may now be derived.

According to equation Â it is: Gk= . Governments take =0,

i j. Optimization 

asks for: =0 yj(vj+αμj )[(1-τj) (1-α) -1]=0                 (I)

By definition it is: yj(vj+αμj )>0, hence it should be: (1-τj)(1-α) =Gj.
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In symmetry one gets: =[ω-(1-α)(ω- )] [1-(1-α)

(ω- )]-1 and eq. (I) yields to: τ=(1-α) ¶.

Denote the tax rate solving equation ¶ as τ*. It will obviously be unique.

Given that, by definition, 0<ω<1, it will be <1 and

since 1-α<1 as well, one may conclude that 0<τ*<1-α. Moreover, it is: 

1-τ*=α >0 τ*<1.

It will be: = =0, i j. It should be: =ρvj-v
.
j. In symmetry it

will be: =[ω-(1-α)(ω- )] [1-(1-α)(ω- )]-1. 

Finally, it should be: =ρμj-μ
.

j.

Thus, one ends up with: =(1-τ) -δ- , =(1-τ)α -δ-ρ, =ρ+δ+{α(1-

τ)(1-α)(1-ω) -(1-τ) [(1-α +α]}[1-(1-α)(ω- )]-1, = -

-α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ and =0.

Appendix B.

It will be: φ*= [(1-α)A]1⁄α
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>0. 

At the long run equilibrium it should be: = , which yields to:

=(1-α)φ*+ρ. At the long run equilibrium will, hence, be: = =αφ*-ρ-δ.  For

this growth rate to be positive it should be: αφ*>ρ+δ. Since τ* is unique, φ* and
the steady state will also be unique. From equations (10a) and (10b) one may ea-
sily check that c* and k* are positive and grow at the same rate. 

Now let: σ1 δ+ρ-φ*[α+(1-α) ][1-(1-α)(ω- )]-1 and σ2 α[(1-

α)φ*+ρ](1-α)φ*(1-ω)[1-(1-α)(ω- )]-1, so as to write eq. (9d) as:  
.
v=σ1v+σ2μ.

Both σ1 and σ2 will be constants. 

Also let: σ3 δ+2ρ-αφ* and σ4 (again both will be con-

stants) to get from eq. (9e): μ.=v+σ3μ-σ4 .

Taking into account the transversality condition (9f) one gets after some Al-

gebra: μ=(μ0-Β) +B and v=(λ2-σ3)(μ0-Β) -σ2σ4[ρ2+ρ(σ1-σ3)-σ2]-1

, where B=σ4(ρ-σ3+σ1)(ρ-σ3+λ2)-1(ρ-σ3+λ1)-1 and λ2=

. Check that the transversality condition

=(λ2-σ3)k0(μ0-Β) -k0σ2σ4[ρ2+ρ(σ1-σ3)-σ2]-1

=0, indeed holds, since λ2-σ3<0 and ρ>0.

Appendix C.

The current value Hamiltonian will be: 

J= + + , 
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where vi and μi are multipliers associated with ¯ and °, respectively.

For the case of a common tax rate, equation ® becomes: Gj= . 

Optimization asks for: =0 +

=0 (vj+ αμj )[(1-α)(1-τ) -Gj]=0. In symmetry this reduces to:

[(1-α)(1-τ) -G](v+αμ )=0. By definition (v+αμ ) 0; hence: (1-τ)(1-α)

=G. It will be: = +(1-α) = and optimality con-

dition becomes: (1-α)(1-τ) =G τ=1-α. Denote the optimal tax rate τ̃ .

It will obviously be unique and 0<τ̃ <1. 

It should be: =ρvj-v
.
j =ρ-rj-

,

where j=1, ..., n. Finally, it should be: =ρμj-μ
.

j. Imposing symmetry, results

to: τ=1-α, =(1-τ) -δ- , =α(1-τ) -δ-ρ, =ρ+δ-(1-τ) , = - -

α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ and =0.

Appendix D.

Given that equation (12a) assures optimal tax rate is constant over time, equa-

tion (13c) yields to: c=c0 , which transforms eq. (12b) to: =
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(1-τ) -δ- k= +

(k0- ).

Equation (12d) yields to: v=v0 . Thus, transversality condition re-

quires: =0 k0= . In symmetry it will be:

=(Aτ1-α) . For a constant tax rate, the term (1-α)(1-τ) +ρ will also be con-

stant. The transversality condition will be satisfied for: k0= .

At the long run equilibrium it should be:

= =[(1-α)(1- τ̃ ) +ρ],

which in this case either holds straight from the beginning 

[i.e. k0= ] or doesn’t hold at all.

The steady state described by τ̃ =1-α,  c̃ =k0[(1-α)(1- τ̃ ) +ρ]

and k̃ =k0 , where =(A τ̃ 1-α) , will be unique, determined

only by predetermined values (A, α, ρ, δ and k0).

For α(1-τ̃ ) >δ+ρ α2[A(1-α)1-α] >δ+ρ it will be = >0, thus

‘real’ variables will grow at the same, constant, positive rate.

Appendix E.

Assuming symmetry, in the long run it will always be: g=α(1-τ)A
1⁄α τ

1-α⁄α -δ-ρ.
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It is =α(Aτ1-α)
1⁄α ( -1), which will be positive for τ<1-α. Remember

that τ̃ =1-α>τ*. Thus, one may conclude that g̃ >g* and  Ũ -U*= ( g̃ -g*)>0.

It is g̃ =α2A
1⁄α (1-α)

1-α⁄α -δ-ρ, which obviously does not depend on n or ω. On

the contrary, according to result 3, it will be: <0 and >0. Thus, it will

be: =- >0 and =- =- <0. Applying this re-

sult into equation (15b), one easily concludes that: =

>0 and = >0.

Appendix F.

Utility maximization by the government in country j results to a current value

Hamiltonian of the form: Jj=ln(cj)+vj(kjrj+wj-cj)+μjcj(rj-ρ), where μj and vj are

multipliers associated with equations ¯ and °, respectively.

Optimization asks for: =0  (vj+αμj )[(1-τj) -yj]=0 (I)

Given that vj+αμj 0 we get: (1-τj)=yj. In symmetry one gets: 

= y[ω+ (1-α)(1-2ω)(τ- )][τ+(1-α)(1-2ω)(τ-z)]-1 and eq. (I) yields to:

( -ω)τ2-{1-ω+(1-2ω)[ (1+α)-α]}τ+(1-α)(1-2ω) =0. The two roots of
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this quadratic equation are given by τ1,2= ,

where Δ={1-ω+(1-2ω)[ (1+α)-α]}2-4[1-(1-α)ω](1-2ω) . For ω≥0.5 it will be

1-2ω≤0 4[1-(1-α)ω](1-2ω) ≤0, which results to Δ≥0. Let a -ω, b -{1-

ω+(1-2ω)[ (1+α)-α]} and c (1-2ω)(1-α) so as to get: τ1,2= .

It should be τ1τ2= . By definition 0<α<1 & ω<1, thus (1-α)ω<1 >ω

a>0. Hence, for ω>0.5 c<0 it will be: τ1τ2<0, i.e. there will be only one

positive (valid) solution. Given that >0, one easily concludes that: τ1>τ2, i.e.

τ1= >0 and τ2= <0.

Finally, a+b+c= -ω-1+ω-(1-2ω)[ (1+α)-α]+(1-2ω)(1-α) = [1-

(1-α)(2ω-1) (1-z)]>0, given that (1-α)(2ω-1)(1-z)<1. So it will be: a(a+b+c)>0

(2a+b)2>b2-4ac. Since Δ>0 and 2a+b=(2ω-1)[1-α+ (1+α)]+ -

ω+ >0, it will be: 2a+b> τ1<1, i.e. τ1 will be the unique valid

solution. Denote it as τN. 

It will be: = =0, i j. It should be: =ρvj- v
.

j. In symmetry it

will be: = {α+(1-α) [(τ-z)(1-ω)+ ]}[1-(1-α)(1-2ω) (z-τ)]-1. Finally,

it should be: =ρμj-μ
.

j.

Thus, one ends up with the following equations:
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τΝ=

(16a)

=(1-τ) -δ- (16b)

=(1-τ)α -δ-ρ (16c)

=δ+ρ-(1-τ) +(1-τ)(1-α) (1+α )[1-ω- (1-2ω)][1+(1-α)(1-2ω)

(τ-z)]-1 (16d)

= - -α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ (16e)

=0 (16f)

For n=2 the optimal tax rate chosen in the Symmetric Long-run Nash Equi-
librium in the absence of transfer payments will be: τ*(n=2)=(1-α)

.

Note that τΝ-τ*(n=2)=(1-α) . Given that

α2(2ω-1)>0 one may prove that: 1-ω+(2ω-1)[α+(1+α) ]> . Thus it will

be: τΝ<τ*.

Appendix G.

For = =αφΝ-δ-ρ>0, it should be: αφΝ> . Equations (17a) and (17b)

will end up to positive values for k, c in case k0>0. In Appendix F it is proved that
0<τΝ<1.
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Turn to equation (16d) and let σ1 δ+ρ-φΝ+(1-α)φN[1-ω- (1-2ω)]

[1+(1-α)(1-2ω) (τN-z)]-1 and σ2 α[(1-α)φN+ρ](1-α)φN[1-ω- (1-

2ω)][1+(1-α)(1-2ω) (τN-z)]-1, so as to get:  v
. Ν=σ1vΝ+σ2μΝ. Note that both σ1

and σ2 will be constants. Also let σ3 δ+2ρ-αφΝ and σ4

(again both will be constants) so as to get:  μ
. Ν=vΝ+σ3μΝ-σ4 .

Solving the resulting system of differential equations and taking into account

the transversality condition, one ends up with: μ=B -(μ0-Β) and

v=(σ4-ρB) -(σ3-λ2)(μ0-Β) , where B=σ4(ρ-σ3+σ1)(ρ-σ3+λ2)-1(ρ-

σ3+λ1)-1 and λ1,2= .

Appendix H.

The current value Hamiltonian will be: J=ln(cj)+ln(ci)+vj(kjrj+wj-cj)+μjcj(rj-
ρ)+vi (kiri+wi-ci)+μici(ri-ρ), where vj, vi, μi and μi are multipliers associated with
the budget constraint and the Euler equation in each economy. Optimization

asks for: =0 vj(kj  + )+μjcj +vi(ki

+
+ )+μici =0 (a)

It is: =ωj[yj+(τ- ) + ][τyj+ (yi-yj)]-1+(1-ωj)[yi+(τ-

) + ][τyi- (yi-yj)]-1, =(1-ωi)[yj+(τ- ) + ]

[τyj+ (yi-yj)]-1+ωi[yi+ (τ- ) + ][τYi- (yi-yj)]-1, =(1-α)

and =(1-α) . In symmetry one, finally, gets: =
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. Hence, equation (a) becomes: 2y( -1)(v+αμ )=0

=1 τ=1-α, since y(v+αμ )>0 by definition.

It will be: = =0, i j. It should be: =ρvj- v
.

j and =ρvi-v
.

i.

In symmetry it will be: =ρ+δ-(1-τ)( + )-α(1-τ) ( +

- ). It is  + = , thus we finally end up with: =ρ+δ-(1-τ) . Fi-

nally, it should be: =ρμj-μ
.

j and =ρμi- μ
.

i, which in symmetry become:

= - -(r-2ρ).

Thus, one ends up with the following equations:
τ=1-α (19a)

=(1-τ) -δ- 
(19b)

=α(1-τ) -δ-ρ (19c)

=ρ+δ-(1-τ) (19d)

= - -α(1-τ) +δ+2ρ (19e)

=0 (19f)

These are exactly the same equations with the ones found in the absence of a
transfer payment scheme.
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Notes

1. Agencia Estado reported on 11/5/2004 that “China is ready to invest $ 5 billion in Brazilian
infrastructure, Brazilian Mercantile and Futures Exchange president Manoel Felix Cunha said”,
while according to Gazeta Mercantil “Chinese entrepreneurs want to invest in infrastructure in
Brazil to help carry products out via the Pacific Ocean”.

2. See the statistical section in the website of Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic
of China.

3. For example, see the seminal paper of Cooper and John (1988).

4. For example, Caplan et al. (2000) argue that the adoption of a redistribution scheme may
help to internalise spill over related to an international public good.

5. Literature suggests several arguments justifying transfer payments. Pure altruism may pro-
vide an explanation: people care about others’ utility. ‘Thinking about the neighbor’ or even being
concerned about national prosperity may be a convincing argument. Alternatively, arguments re-
lated to risk-sharing, political concerns or the need to create new markets, have been proposed as
possible explanations.

6. Data found from Regional Policy Directorate of the European Commission. Amounts are
in 1999 prices.

7. Alesina and Wacziarg (1999) present a model with cross-country externalities, where output
depends on labor, private capital and the weighted product of public services across the world. Go-
vernments impose a proportional tax on output to finance the provision of the public service.

8. In symmetry it turns to be: G=(nτA) 1/αk, which results to: y=[(nτ)1-αΑ] 1/αk.

9. In the latter case, the Nash tax rate proves to depend on the number of economies sharing
the externality. This, however, may be explained as a typical result of a free riding problem.

10. The formulation in equation Á assumes that the flow of government purchases, G, enters into
the production function. Including a stock of accumulated public capital may be more realistic. For
simplicity reasons, however, the focus will be on the case of ‘flow’ government purchases.

11. This is possible due to constant returns to scale. See also Barro and Sala-i-Martin, ch. 2.

12. Because of the timing, there is no credibility problem vis-a-vis the private sector in the
 choice of the capital tax rate. Persson and Tabellini (1999) provide an extensive discussion of these
credibility problems and of how the timing assumed here could be enforced through the design of
political institutions that delegate policymaking to an elected official.

13. Remember that labour force is normalized to unity at economy’s level.

14. The term ‘competitive’ suggest that prices are taken as given, while the term ‘decentralized’
that private agents may not internalize externalities. For a more detailed presentation see Blan-
chard and Fischer (1989, p. 76).

15. This is a standard practice in the literature. For example see Kehoe (1987, p. 361).
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16. The effect of changes in the technology level, A, the depreciation rate, δ and the rate of time
preference, ρ, will not be examined, given that they do not affect the tax rate and that their effect
on the growth rate is trivial: As in all models of the ΑΚ family, changes in A affect the growth rate
positively, higher δ wipes out capital faster, while a lower ρ means that people care more about the
future, hence they decide to consume less and invest more. Moreover, the effect of changes in pri-
vate capital’s productivity, α, is also not studied, in order to focus on the free riding problem, bro-
ught about by the existence of the ‘international’ public factor, the effect of which is described by ω.

17. In cooperation the model turns to be a version of Barro’s model.

18. Alternatively, equation (15) may be written as: τ̃ -τ*= , where ωj,j=ω and

ωj,ι= .

19. Note that ex-post symmetry is a crucial assumption to end up with such a result. In case
economies are allowed to differ both ex-ante and ex-post, cooperation may not prove to be welfare
improving for some countries.

20. The vertical axe depicts changes percentage when switching from the Nash equilibrium to 

cooperation, i.e. . One may easily prove that = , i.e. the vertical axe also repre -

sents gains percentage in the growth rate. The growth rate under cooperation is assumed to be
3%, the productivity of private capital 0.8 and it is assumed there is no utility attained at t=0. In
particular, it is assumed that: α=0.8, Α=0.275, δ=ρ=3% and c0=1.

21. Aghion and Howitt (1998), for example, when presenting the case of redistribution (p. 284-
286) adopt a similar policy rule.

22. They do so taking as given the predetermined redistribution parameter, z.

23. Under the rule Zλ=z(y–-yλ), the budget constraint in transfer payments, Zj+Zi=0, always holds.

24. In each figure, 1-α equals some constant (the most reasonable case would be the one de-
picted in figure 3b, where 1-α=0.2 - cases where 1-α>0.5 are not depicted as not realistic) and five
lines are drawn for different values of 1-ω (the most reasonable case would be the one depicted by
the purple line, where 1-ω=0.2 - cases where 1-ω>0.5 are not presented, because it is not realistic
to assume the foreign-financed public factor to be more productive than the domestically financed
public factor), each one depicting the relationship between z and τΝ.

25. For higher values of 1-α the lines become steeper, as the moral hazard problem intensifies.
This is not obvious in the figures, due to the different values in the vertical axis in each figure. The
specific presentation is chosen in order to underline the negative relationship in every case.

26. We do not study how that difference reacts for different 1-α values, because there is no in-
teresting rationale behind this relationship. Using numerical examples one may check that for hi-
gher 1-α values the difference increases, reaches some maximum point, and then starts to decrease.

27. The transfer payment scheme, however, still influences private agents’ incentives.
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